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About This Content
To celebrate the release of the Charlemagne expansion for Crusader Kings 2, Paradox Books releases this classic epic poem The
Song of Roland, in ebook format.
The Song of Roland (La Chanson de Roland in French) is a story of heroism based on the Battle of Roncevaux in 778, in the
reign of Charlemagne. Believed to be written in the 11th century, it is one of the oldest surviving major works in French
literature.
This translation by Charles Kenneth Moncrieff is in the public domain. It includes a new preface by Jakob Munthe, the brand
manager for Crusader Kings II at Paradox Interactive.
Instructions are as follows:
==========================
Upon purchase, this book will be downloaded to your computer in two formats: epub and mobi (Kindle). To access your ebook,
navigate to the ebook folder in your Crusader Kings II game folder.
* Right click Crusader Kings II in your Steam Library
* Select Properties
* Go to the Local Files tab
* Click Browse Local Files
* Open the ebook folder
* To read the book on your mobile device, transfer the epub or mobi file to the device and open the file in your ebook reader
app. Enjoy!
==========================
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Please more Kenny Wayne Shepherd songs. Best ball bonus, ♥♥♥♥♥es!. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUk-TAkNdXQ
This game is in real early days, the map generally seems empty and the store seems hollow too. What the game has already is a
good start definitely though, if they can build upon this then it will indeed be a very good management/simulation game.
You're managing a cell (mobile) store and have to control the ingoings and outgoings and every day you get the profit gain/loss.
I would recommend it now if you're highly interested in management/sim games and a basic game does not bother you but it's
still very early days in Early Access with the full release being planned for sometime next summer 2016.
The developer seems very adamant in listening to the community and getting feedback to keep upgrading the game and making
it better and with the game being very solid (apart from the wasd bug which scrolls super fast on my PC) I would recommend a
purchase.
I have attached a preview video which is 15 minutes long and will show you a lot more of the game and will give you a much
better idea. Thanks. :). very addictive. Great nastalgic memories of playing City Sim builders growing up. It would be awesome
to have the fun natural disasters feature like Godzilla or Alien space ships destroying the city. Pre-built cities would be cool too..
DubWas is a great game only con is can't seem to play any other levels right now i hope in the next update that is fixed. CHINA
NUMBA ONEEEEEEEEEEE I WILL DESTORY FACIST INVADDERS CHINA CHINA CHINA. A bit of a letdown in
comparison to the first, but it didn't hamper my enthusiasm to play it too much. Although it's considered a sequel thanks to
recurring characters, it felt like a completely different story. I agree with some reviewers that the Magic Mirror was not initially
a villain, he'd only punished the children because I assume they had broken him. To see him with a different personality
was...kinda disappointing.
It would have worked much better if Tommy wanted to go into the worlds his mother spoke about so he'd have foolishly broken
the mirror again or threatened it and the mirror retaliated by doing what he says although not promising that he'd be safe when
he gets to the other worlds.
The main character this time has zero personality and zero dialogue; only descriptive narration to explain what you need to do
and what things do.
They did up the ante with the hidden object scenes by rotating the items all over, in comparison to the first game which claimed
that the object is exactly in the same position as on your list. They removed the 'place elsewhere' system which was what I felt
made Mirror Mysteries a little more unique, and replaced it with your standard 'get one item to help you move on to the next
place' reward that most HOGs contain.
There were also significantly less worlds (only 4) and the time you spend on the last two hardly qualifies as a 'world'. It felt like
they invested all their energy into Sky World and none into the rest. Which is sad since you hardly stayed in any world to be
honest. The voice actors for the NPCs all sounded like they had to go really bad so they rushed everything they needed to say.
There weren't a lot of puzzles and if there were, they were so simple you'd have finished in a minute or less. Some of the puzzles
were entertaining though.
Overall, I still really liked the first one more. I wouldn't call this horrible, but it is a little bland and I do kinda wish it was a more
standalone game now rather than a continuation. I hope that if they do make a third installment that they go back into the first
game's formula and build it better instead of passing off the series as just another typical HOG. It's just as short as the first
game with significantly less entertainment value so I don't think it's particularly worth the full price.
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It looks nice. If you install any kind of wheels on this car, they will become bigger to fit with the car :D
I recommned it.. THis is extremely Fun and Enjoyable game. I would recommend this to any family or anyone who loves card
games or deck building games. This is thoroughtly enjoyable game. I totatally enjoy this I even play against my partner and with
friends only and against the computer. I'm always having fun, even when lossing... Would be amazing if you could play online
on computers.. Absolutely amazing game for my son. He can improve his mouse skills. He is very good in touchscreens like all
kids, but good old mouse skills are only improving. I wish there are more games like this.
. A good mini-expansion, if slightly over-priced. Adds enough content to freshen things up and increase the difficulty, but it
doesn't over stay its welcome.. I apologize, but other than the drawings in the loading screens being good, the rest of the game
sucked. People Can Fly did a much better job with the previous 3 games than did the ones who made this one. I was recording
this game and on the second level, i lost my control on how bad everything is. Lack of navigation and checkpoints, graphics and
design seems like they just slapped stuff together to see if it'll stick, seemingly as if they didn't care about the quality of the
game at all. Triggers in the game also sucked, the second level I had to spend an hour and a half trying to find the rest of the
enemies that are supposed to show up normally after a player hits a section of a map, but i had to search every crack on the map
to find every single one of the 609 enemies(not exaggerating, video to prove it). The story line wasn't the greatest in my opinion,
the cut scenes were very cheesy. hordes and hordes of enemies (traditional level is 300 at most) levels 2 and 3 (didn't complete
the game yet) on insomnia have about 600 enemies to fight. Most of them found themselves either in the floor or coming out of
one. If someone asked me how I would imagine hell, I would show them this game, not because the game is based off of hell,
but because playing this game is hell.. Don't aspect a tipical RPG, this game is based on his story and it's great for that, there are
some gampley's findings but the true reason to play this game is the sotry.
It was great, maybe the chapter III was too short but I appreciated the game.. Microgons is a well designed and easy to pick up
turn based game for two players. Choose 6 meeples from a pool of 24 figurines to assemble your team, generate a game board
and you are ready to start a match.
The first one to kill the enemy king wins the game and while trying to achieve that goal you can employ a wide variety of skills
and tactics.
Each meeple comes with different movement rules, its own special skill and hit points. Despite all of that depth Microgons is
very easy to just pick up and play thanks to a stylish but minimalistic interface.
There is just nothing wrong with Microgons. It looks cool, has a lot of depth, is very well balanced, there is a lot of replayablity
and to top it all off, its just 4,99€.
I wholeheartily recommend Microgons to everyone who likes good game design and is looking for a 1 on 1 boardgame. Matches
tend to be around 10 to 20 minutes, so its a nice coffee break game as well.
And on a sidenote: I simply love the relaxing soundtrack.
Thumbs up!. It has poor controls. It's combat is bad. Do not play even if it's free.. these lights blinded me but I do like this
game.
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